VISIONS
The overall vision for redevelopment of Stedman Elementary School Playgrounds is to implement and enhance outdoor learning experiences focused around elements of community relationship, its historical background and the way in which it can be looked upon as a learning experience.

GOALS
1. To strengthen the idea of connecting the context with the school activities, the idea of outdoor learning can be included.
2. Maps may be inscribed in various areas.
3. Timelines may be incorporated into pathways and nodes.
4. Community landscape (to have a level difference in the landscape on the schools front entrance area) and a Sensory landscape may be used to enhance ties to the surrounding neighborhood.
5. To create gathering spaces and an outdoor classroom experience, an Amphitheatre would allow for directed learning and play.

WISH LIST
- Grass, Trees & Shrubbery
- Creek Soccer field
- Cob
- Shelter from the sun
- Benches and Mural
- Picnic Tables
- Climbing
- More Slides, Swings and ramps
- Jungle Gym
- Backyard games
- Basketball hoops
- Half Moon Monkey bars
- Tunnels
- Hill
- Mound
- Cave
- Fort
- Animal statues
- Swimming pool
- Fountain / Waterplay
- Sandpit

PROGRAM LIST
Hard Surfaced
- Four hopscotch games
- Thirteen four-square games
- Lime scooter park
- Basketball court / Four hoops
- Multi-purpose play field
- Circuit walk

Play Equipment areas:
- Multi-functional ES play equipment
- Multi-functional Primary play equipment
- Multi-functional Intermediate play equipment
- Swings - Two ES / Six to Eight Others
- Stage / Amphitheatre - place with shade structure
- Interactive hill and rock landscape - Sensory landscape
- Interactive boulder landscape